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Program Breakdown
Suggested Age Range: In the British Columbia school system, learners ages 11-15

Program Length: 6-7 x 80 minute* sessions with 30-60 minutes of independent

writing assignments for homework in between sessions

Session 1: Intro to Storytelling

Session 2: Tools for Story Gathering

Session 3: Adapting Oral Stories to Written Creative Nonfiction

Session 4: Editing Creative Nonfiction & Writing Flash Climate Fiction

Session 5: Editing Flash Climate Fiction & Writing Plant Poetry

Session 6: Editing Plant Poetry & Writing Author Bios

Session 7: Presentation (Optional)

*Session lengths may vary depending on learning group sizes.



A Letter from the Program Creator

The stories we tell shape who we are and how we act in the world. If we can learn to tell more stories about the land we live on and the plants and animals

around us, we will come to know, appreciate and care for them.

These guiding principles establish the cornerstones of what co-learners come to know through the Roots & Seeds curriculum, a program I had the

pleasure of creating and piloting for Sierra Club BC as an Artist-in-Residence, with the support of a partnership with the International Centre of Art

for Social Change (ICASC). My desire is that the story gathering and telling tools taught in this program will enable youth to engage meaningfully

with their environments and its inhabitants, and equip them to write with vigour about plants, place, and people.

It is a pleasure to present these brand new resources to the Sierra Club BC network. My wish is that facilitators of learning across BC interested in

exploring themes of sustainability in their classrooms will use these lesson plans to enhance environmental discourse, storytelling and writing

capacity.

The resources in this document reflect a version of the program which was delivered over the course of seven weeks from July-August 2020. The

program was taught virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The resources are formatted to be used as slides for an online classroom, but could be

adapted for in-person classroom use. The program consisted of six instructional sessions and a seventh session for a final presentation, where co-

learners read writing selections from their published chapbook (available on the Sierra Club BC website), which compiled final drafts of their

nonfiction, fiction, and poetry writing.

My hope is that these resources will continue to sow seeds, and that stories will help connections flourish between co-learners and older adults.

-Alyssa Harms-Wiebe, Roots & Seeds Program Creator, August 2020



Important Notes

As per Sierra Club BC's educational philosophy that teachers and students learn alongside one another, please note the use of the terms 'facilitator of

learning' and 'co-learners' in place of 'teacher' and 'student' throughout these resources. I would encourage facilitators of learning to consider their

role and the opportunity they have to learn alongside youth, and to employ these terms while exploring this curriculum with their classrooms. 

These resources have been designed to align with the BC Language Arts Curriculum for Grades 6-9, namely these Big Ideas:

Language and text can be a source of creativity and joy. (Grades 6-9)

Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the world. (Grades 6-9)

Questioning what we hear, read, and view contributes to our ability to be educated and engaged citizens. (Grades 6-9)

Developing our understanding of how language works allows us to use it purposefully. (Grades 6-7)

Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking. (Grades 6-7)

People understand text differently depending on their worldviews and perspectives. (Grades 8-9)

The resources may be adapted to include additional text study and analysis if used for Grades 10-12.

In addition to being relevant to the BC Langauge Arts Curriculum, these Big Ideas are similar to those from many other courses. We encourage

facilitators of learning to consider offering this program in partnership with facilitators of learning in other subject areas, including science,

humanities/social studies, geography, drama, etc.

For more information about the Roots and Seeds Program, please visit sierraclub.bc.ca/education

or contact Ciera DeSilva, SCBC Education Program Manager, at ciera@sierraclub.bc.ca.

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/sites/curriculum.gov.bc.ca/files/curriculum/continuous-views/en_ela_k-9_big_ideas.pdf
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/education/


Rules for 'Activity Time' Games for Sessions 1-6

"Find Something That..." Quick-Thinking Game (Session 1)

In this game, the facilitator of learning prompts the students to find objects within the classroom (or within the co-learners'

homes, if virtually) that fit within a particular category. For instance, a facilitator of learning might suggest, "Find something that

is round", or "Find something that you can write with," or "Find something that you like or dislike reading," etc. As co-learners

become more familiar with the activity, facilitators of learning can encourage them to come up with their own prompts. The

activity can lead to a discussion on gathered objects and their values to co-learners, or can simply serve as an energizing warm-up.

One Sentence Story Co-Creation Game (Session 1 and 3)

In this game, the facilitator of learning guides co-learners into a collaborative story-building exercise. The game begins when a co-

learner says "Once upon a time,..." and introduces the first sentence to an imagined story. It continues as co-learners take turns

contributing one sentence at a time until the story reaches a natural conclusion. This game can be played in pairs, small groups, or

with an entire classroom. The goal is to ignite quick-thinking skills and to get co-learners co-creating a narrative. Within the

Roots & Seeds sessions, facilitators of learning may choose to encourage story worlds that feature interesting animals, weather

patterns, or climate regions.



Pass the Energy Connection Game (Session 3)

In this game, the facilitator of learning encourages co-learners to stand in a circle and to exchange a 'ball of energy' (if virtually,

co-learners can turn their video functions on to create the illusion of a virtual circle). The game begins with a co-learner being in

possession of a 'ball of energy.' That co-learner names another co-learner across the circle, and passes the 'ball of energy' to them.

The recipient 'catches' the energy and names another co-learner before passing the 'ball of energy' along. This game continues

until all co-learners have received and passed the 'ball of energy' at least once. The goal is to create strong connections between

co-learners and to establish a comfortable, collaborative, and reciprocal learning environment.

Magic Ball Imagination Game (Session 2)

In this game, the facilitator of learning guides co-learners to stretch their imagination by offering them the gift of invisible magic

balls. The facilitator of learning explains that the ball each co-learner has 'received' can transform into anything they desire -

from hot to cold, heavy to light, opaque to colourful, and can even possess magical powers. Co-learners are given space to move

around the classroom (if virtually, then around their room at home), to 'play' with the magic ball they have been given, and to

discover its unique features. After a few minutes, co-learners work in pairs and 'exchange' the gift of their magic balls with their

partners. Facilitators of learning are encouraged to participate in this game alongside their co-learners, to encourage a playful

environment.

Rules for 'Activity Time' Games for Sessions 1-6 (Cont'd)



Draw and Describe Communication Game (Session 4)

In this game, the facilitator of learning places co-learners in pairs and provides each person with two blank papers and drawing

materials (if virtually, co-learners can gather these materials themselves). Co-learners are instructed to place a 'dividing wall' (ie. a

binder) in between them and their partners (if virtually, this step is not necessary), to obstruct their ability to see what their

partners draw throughout the activity. The activity begins with each co-learner drawing a series of simple shapes, in varying

colours, on one of their two blank papers.  (Explanation continues on the following page).

"This is a(n)..." Improv Game (Session 4)

In this game, the facilitator of learning encourages creative thinking among co-learners. Co-learners are asked to form a circle (if

virtually, co-learners can turn their video functions on to create the illusion of a virtual circle), and the facilitator of learning

introduces a unique object to them (ie. a globe). Co-learners are instructed to think of an object that may be similar in shape or size

(but is not the object in hand) and inform the group of this, For example, a co-learner might be holding a globe (if virtually, they

can pretend to hold an imaginary globe), but say "This is a soccer ball that I play on the field with." The co-learner would then pass

the object (or virtual object) to another co-learner, who might add, "This is a massive hamburger that I am about to eat." The next

might add, "This is a koala, curling up in my arms." A round of the game ends when co-learners run out of ideas of what the object

could be. At that point, a new object can be introduced by the facilitator of learning or by the co-learners.

Rules for 'Activity Time' Games for Sessions 1-6 (Cont'd)



5 Things! Word Associations Game (Session 5)

In this game, the facilitator of learning encourages wordplay and team spirit. Co-learners are instructed to form a circle (if

virtually, co-learners can turn their video functions on to create the illusion of a virtual circle). The game begins when the

facilitator of learning points at a co-learner and asks them to name five things as fast as they can, based on a topic of their

choosing (ie. "Five things you can find in a fridge"). As the co-learner names five things in the given category, the remainder of the

co-learners in the circle count, clap, and cheer along until five things have been named. Once that co-learner finishes their list,

they point to another co-learner in the circle and name a different topic (ie. "Five things that are purple"). As that co-learner

names five things, the rest of the group counts, claps, and cheers again. This pattern continues until all co-learners have had a

chance to participate. Note that if a co-learner struggles to come up with five things within a proposed category, they can name

something outside of the category, and the remainder of the group will still continue to cheer. After all, the goal of the game is

playfulness and teamwork, not perfection.

Rules for 'Activity Time' Games for Sessions 1-6 (Cont'd)
Draw and Describe Communication Game Cont'd (Session 4)

Once their drawings are completed, partnered co-learners take turns explaining their drawings to their partners, communicating

clear details about the colours, shapes, sizes, and precise locations on the paper of the different elements they have drawn. The

listening partner attempts to replicate the drawing they are being described on their second blank sheet of paper. Co-learners are

not allowed to show their original drawings until their listening partners have completed their understood replications of them.



Supplemental Video:
The Seed (2020)

This is an additional video resource that is well-suited to accompany learning in Session 5 or 6. Facilitators of learning are

encouraged to stream this video with co-learners to deepen discussions about the role of narrative poetry in climate action.

The video is password-protected, and while facilitators of learning are encouraged to stream it with their classrooms, please note

that permission has not been granted by the filmmakers to share the video password directly with co-learners.

Password: climatechange



Session 1
Intro to Storytelling



Hi, co-learners!
How are you doing
today?



Quote of the Day
"Learning is embedded in memory,

history, and story."

―from First Peoples' Principles of

Learning

http://www.fnesc.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/FNESC-Learning-First-Peoples-poster-11x17-hi-res-v2.pdf


Let's Connect What is something you love to

write about?

What is your favourite local

park, and why?

What's something unique

about the landscape in the

region where you live?

1

2

3



Take a moment to
identify and share

whose land you are
learning on.

If you are unfamiliar with the name of the

Indigenous people(s) whose land you are

standing on, learn about it by navigating

this map.

https://native-land.ca/


What skills will we
learn in this program?

Story-Sharing Skills

Interview Skills

Creative Writing Skills (Nonfiction, Fiction, and Poetry)

Editing Skills

Presentation Skills

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Collective Agreement
In a separate document, let's communicate and take note of how we

would like to learn together in a respectful, engaging, and attentive way.



Activity Time
"Find Something That..." Quick Thinking Game

One Sentence Story Co-Creation Game



In-Class Writing
What’s something you’ve planted that you’re really proud of?

OR

What’s a gardening mishap you have encountered?



Key Terms

Native Plant

A native plant is one that has been growing in a region for hundreds

or thousands of years. These plants are well-adapted to the climate

conditions of the habitats where they grow. They contribute to a

balanced ecosystem when they grow in their native habitat.

Non-Native Plant 

Non-native plants are species that have been introduced to an

ecosystem. This happens through human activity, or by birds or

animals spreading plant seeds. These plants often cause biodiversity

loss and can displace and prevent native plant

growth.

For information about what plants are native to BC, research them by using this tool (if you don't

know a plant's name in your area) or this tool (if you already know a plant's name in your area).

https://can-plant.ca/
https://cwf-fcf.org/en/resources/encyclopedias/native-plant-encyclopedia/


Option 1: Using the tools

provided, research a plant that is

native to the region where you

live. Find the seeds and plant it

this week.

Homework

Option 2: Find some food scraps

from your kitchen that you would

like to grow into a new plant (ie.

beans, lettuce, cabbage, potatoes,

etc.). Research how to pot the food

scraps, and begin planting.

After following instructions

in Option 1 or Option 2,

start recording your plant's

growth in a journal, adding your

reflections and observations.

Want to learn more about plant life in BC? 
Explore the Sierra Club BC EcoMap. 

https://sierraclub.bc.ca/ecomap/


Happy planting!

Aaaand before our next session,

remember to identify an older adult

you'd like to connect with. Reach out to

them in the next few days to see if

they'd be willing to be interviewed for

an exciting story exchange opportunity!



Session 2
Tools for Story Gathering



Hi, co-learners!
How is everyone
doing?



Quote of the Day
“It is equally important to listen as

it is to speak.”

―Sarah Kay



Check-In Potting New Plants

What did you learn about plants that grow in

your region? OR What did you learn about food

scraps in your kitchen that can be re-planted?

Journalling

How is your journalling going?

Any challenges or discoveries so far?

Connecting to an Older Adult

Have you been able to contact an older adult

that is willing to be interviewed this coming

week?

1

2

3



Activity Time
Magic Ball Imagination Game



Writing Exercise
Think of a memory you have of a time you played a

sport at a park. What were you playing? Did

something unexpected happen? What was the

weather like?

Write a descriptive scene below. Use sensory details to explain what you saw,

heard, smelt, tasted, and/or felt while playing the game. If you would like an added

challenge, explore use of metaphors and similes to enhance the imagery.



Let's act it out!

Before you share what you wrote, let's

explore telling these stories with

movement by showing the beginning,

middle, and end of your memory.



The Importance of Oral
Storytelling to Indigenous Peoples
A big part of why we are learning to listen to the stories of our grandparents, elders, and

other older adults in our circles, is to honour the practice of oral storytelling among

Indigenous peoples across Canada and around the world. 

Oral stories are one of the primary ways that Indigenous elders preserve the history of

their land, animals, and ancestors, and pass their knowledge along to younger audiences.

The Winter solstice, in particular, marks a sacred time of storytelling, as nights darken

and the opportunity to share stories around a warm fire or inside a cozy dwelling place

presents itself.

When interviewing an older adult, ask them if they have any recollections of winter

storytelling with their family. Whether you have Indigenous roots in Canada or not,

you may find memories of oral storytelling within your own family, or perhaps your

family continues to maintain storytelling traditions today!



Ask open-ended questions rather

than "yes or no" questions. Your

interviewees will have a lot

more to think about and to

share.

Listen deeply. Although you might come

prepared with questions to ask, you

might find that while you're

interviewing the older adult, that the

conversation goes in an unexpected

direction. Be prepared to ask good

follow-up questions based on what

you're hearing from them.

Come prepared with a list of

questions to ask. Even if you

don't end up asking all of the

questions on your list, it's good to

have questions that can direct

the conversation in interesting

ways.

Story Gathering Tips for Your Interviews



Examples of Open-Ended
Questions

What is your favourite plant, and why?

What is an interesting memory you have sitting under or climbing a

tree?

What plants were in or around your home growing up?

What is a memorable experience you have planting something?

What is a memory you have of foraging or harvesting plants?

What plant are you afraid of, or fascinated by?

What plants have you spent the most time playing among?

Describe a time in your life where you didn't have many plants

surrounding you. What was that like?

Describe a time where you felt protected by a plant.

What is a plant scent that you can remember? What memory does that

scent bring to you?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Let's Practice!
Each student will get the chance

to be interviewed today about a

plant-related story.

Everyone else will practice

asking open-ended questions to

direct the story, and will listen

attentively for good follow-up

question opportunities.

First, take 5 minutes to come up

with 2-3 questions you might

want to ask other students

today, which you think could

lead to interesting stories.



Homework

1 2 3

Come up with a list of

questions to ask the

older adult you will be

interviewing.

Connect with them on Zoom

or over the phone. Record the

conversation with a smart

phone voice recorder (if over

the phone) or by clicking

'record' on Zoom. Write notes

of key words or parts of the

conversation as you are

speaking with them.

Continue journaling in

your plant journal and

taking care of your new

plant.



Session 3
Adapting Oral Stories to

Written Creative Nonfiction



Hi, co-learners!
How is everyone
doing?



Quote of the Day
“There is no greater agony than

bearing an untold story inside you.”

―Maya Angelou



Check-In Interviewing an Older Adult

What was it like interviewing the older adult

you connected with this week? What

challenges, surprises, and insights did you

encounter?

Story Recording

Were you able to record the interview? If so,

have you been able to re-listen to the recording

and make observations?

Note-Taking

What stood out from the interview? Are there

any details you think you're missing from the

stories you gathered that you would like to

include in your story?

1

2

3



Activity Time
Pass the Energy Connection Game

One-Sentence Story Co-Creation Game



The Importance of Oral
Storytelling to Indigenous Peoples

In Session 2, we discussed the practice of oral storytelling among Indigenous peoples

in order to preserve cultural history, and to increase family connections. Now, let's

consider how the stories we gathered in between Session 2 and today are sitting

with us. What have we learned from our grandparents, elders, and other older

adults in our circles?

Within Indigenous communities, elders often impart stories to plant seeds, so that

their wisdom can take root inside those who choose to listen to them.

 "... old men knew how to plant their seeds, their stories. As I grew older, those

stories took root inside of me, little by little. I grew to become the adventure, the

tragedy, and the journey. Now I realize that I am the hero of my own story.”

-Ramson Lomatewama



Let's share the
stories we gathered!

Can you re-tell them in your own

words?



Brainstorming Map
Let's collect as many ideas as possible before diving

into first drafts. Use different coloured pens, if it

helps you to organize your ideas.

Who was involved in the story you learned? Where was it located? What

year/decade did it take place in? Take note of these details.

Make a list of the sensory details you gathered from your interview.

Was there a clear climax of the story? If not, what parts of the story seemed

the most important? Write down key events from the story on your map.

1.

2.

3.



Writing Techniques to Explore

1 2 3

Starting your

story in medias res

(latin for "in the

midst of things")

Including

dialogue

(verbatim or near

reality)

Literary devices

that complement

the story

(metaphors, similes,

imagery, etc.)



2. Think about how you want to

order the events in your story,

whether chronologically or not,

depending on what works best for

the plot.

First Draft

1.Consider what you

brainstormed. What do you

absolutely want to include in your

story? Plan to include these parts.

3. Plan to include literary devices

and/or dialogue to bring the story

to life.



Homework
Write the first drafts of the stories you gathered,

taking into consideration the ideas you

brainstormed which you would like to include in

the narrative. Try your best to paint a clear picture

of the story by exploring use of sensory details and

literary devices. Some of the words you use in the

story may not be direct quotes from the older

adults you interviewed, and that is okay; we are

exploring creative nonfiction writing, which often

involves literary exaggerations of real life events.

Aaaaand keep adding to your plant journals!



Session 4
Editing Creative Nonfiction 

& Writing Flash Climate Fiction



Hi, co-learners!
How is everyone
doing?



Quote of the Day
"I know how fiction matters to me,

because if I want to express myself,

I have to make up a story. Some

people call it imagination. To me,

it’s not imagination. It’s just a way

of watching."

―Haruki Murakami



Check-In Writing First Drafts

What challenges, surprises, and insights did

you encounter as you adapted oral stories into

creative nonfiction writing?

Literary Devices and Techniques

What new writing tips and tricks did you explore

in your writing, that we discussed last week (ie.

dialogue, in medias res, metaphors, similes, etc.)?

First Edits

How have you adapted your piece based on the

feedback and suggestions that you have

received?

1

2

3



Editing Time: 10 Minutes

If you've already started editing based on the feedback and

suggestions, see what more you can add/change to

enhance your story.

OR

If you haven't started editing your first draft, use this time

to look over your writing and to make changes.



Share your edits!
Share or send your story to another co-learner

in the group and invite them to read it out loud.

What does it sound like to you? Do you notice

anything you would like to add/change?



Activity Time
"This is a(n)..." Improv Game

Draw & Describe Communication Game



Let's Talk Sci-Fi & Fantasy Fiction

What is your favourite sci-fi or fantasy story?

What do you like about it?

Is there a character you relate to? A setting you're fascinated by?

Would you change something to make the plot even better, if you had the chance?



Imagine a world...

1 2 3

Choose a climate

region. If you'd like to

choose a climate

region specific to BC,

look here instead.

Learn about what

vegetation grows

there.

Imagine the climate

region you selected

in a state where its

vegetation is at its

worst. Then, imagine

it at its best.

If the changes in

vegetation of your

selected region became

events in a story, what

would the characters

have to do to help the

area thrive?

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/vegetation-region/
https://sierraclub.bc.ca/ecomap/


Time to Create 
Climate Fiction
Based on the research you have done on the climate region

you would like to explore in your new fiction piece, draw a

picture of how you imagine that location at its best or at its

worst, depending on how you would like the setting of your

story to be at the beginning.



Start writing your climate

fiction piece. Make the focus of

the story on the climate region

and the shifts and changes it

experiences in your narrative.

1.

Homework

2. Include characters - human or

nonhuman, who either destroy or

aim to protect the region. What

makes these characters unique,

and what do they want from this

climate region (ie. food, water,

shelter, adventure, etc.)? What do

these characters plan to give back

to this region to act as stewards of

the land?

3. How does the climate region and

its vegetation look by the end of

the story? Has something unusual

happened to it? Has it been

protected, or destroyed? What has

happened to the humans or

nonhumans living in it? How have

the characters acted as stewards of

the land?



Thank you for
participating!

Keep journaling about your plant's growth

and the observations you are making.



Session 5
Editing Flash Climate Fiction

& Writing Plant Poetry



Hi, co-learners!
How is everyone
doing?



Quote of the Day
"Art is born of the observation and

investigation of nature."

―Cicero



Check-In
Writing First Drafts

What challenges, surprises, and insights did

you encounter as you researched vegetation

regions and imagined fiction narratives taking

place in them?

Literary Devices and Techniques

What new writing tips and tricks did you explore

in your writing, that we discussed in past weeks

(ie. dialogue, in medias res, metaphors, similes, etc.)?

First Edits

How have you adapted your piece based on the

feedback and suggestions that you have

received?

1

2

3



Editing Time: 10 Minutes
If you've already started editing based on the feedback and

suggestions, see what more you can add/change to enhance

your story.

OR

If you haven't started editing your first draft, use this time

to look over your writing and to make changes.



Share your edits!
If you're the reader, read slowly and clearly so

your audience can catch all of the details.

If you're the audience, draw a picture of how

the story makes you feel (the drawing can be

abstract). Consider the mood and the

atmosphere of the story. How do you receive it

as a listener?



Activity Time
5 Things! Word Associations Game



Let's Talk Poetry
Tip: You'll find all the inspiration you need for poetry

by becoming extremely observant, and learning to

make associations between the moments you

experience and the deeper meanings behind them.



Elements to Explore

1 2 3

Rhythm Emotions
Condensed

language



PLAY

with

s p  a   c in   g



Create a map of associations.

Start with a plant that lives in

your region - in your backyard,

local park, or beach - and make

a list of all the descriptors,

memories, and/or ideas that

come to mind.

1.

Homework

2. Once your map is full of words,

consider what that plant

represents to you. What is the

deeper significance behind your

connection to that plant?

3. Play with words! Using the

words you've written in your map,

and taking into consideration

what that plant symbolizes to you,

start to put words on the page,

experimenting with rhythm, word

choice, and spacing.



Reminder
Think about what mood and

atmosphere you want to create

with your poem, and how you

would like your audience to feel

when they read it. Choose your

words accordingly. Use a

thesaurus to find a wider variety

of words.



Session 6
Editing Plant Poetry 

& Writing Author Bios



Hi, co-learners!
How is everyone
doing?



Quote of the Day
“When I am afraid to speak is when

I speak. That is when it is most

important.”

—Nayyirah Waheed



Check-In Writing Poetry

What challenges, surprises, and insights did

you encounter as you wrote your plant poems?

Literary Devices and Techniques

What new writing tips and tricks did you explore

in your writing, that we discussed in past weeks

(ie. sensory details, imagery, metaphors, similes,

alliteration, personification, etc.)?

First Edits

How have you adapted your piece based on the

feedback and suggestions that you have

received?

1

2

3



Editing Time: 10 Minutes
If you've already started editing based on the feedback and

suggestions, see what more you can add/change to enhance

your poem.

OR

If you haven't started editing your first draft, use this time

to look over your writing and to make changes.



Activity Time
It's up to YOU! Which game have

you enjoyed the most during the

program? Today, we'll replay your

favourites.

Games played: "Find Something

That...", One Sentence Story, Magic

Ball, Pass the Energy, "This is

a(n)...", Draw and Describe, and 5

Things!



Let's Review Your Writing

1 2 3

Nonfiction 

(from interview

with older adult)

Flash Climate

Fiction
Plant Poetry



Today, we'll be 
co-creating your 
e-book!
What ideas do you have about what should be included?

How would you like to have your pieces formatted?

What images/visuals would you like included?



Author Bios
Let's tell our future readers a little bit about

ourselves.

Things to include in your bio: which city you're

from, what school you attend, what you like to

write about, and 2-3 fun facts about you.



It's almost time to
share our work!

Once all final edits are finished and our

e-book has been compiled, we will be

ready to share our stories with our

communities. We can do so through oral

storytelling, written newsletters, social

media platforms, and through online and

in-person events. What do you think is

the best avenue for our work together to

be shared with other audiences?


